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Bud Box - 100x100x180cm
The original grow tent, Budbox was ahead of the game when it was
launched in 2004, and although there are now many alternatives and
imitations, Budbox remains a market leader thanks to a process of
continual refinement and insistence on using top quality materials.
It’s no wonder Budbox Grow Tents have a substantial following.
Available in an assortment of different sizes to suit your space.
Empty: Fully light proof with a rock solid aluminium frame and
fully lined with reflective mylar or flat white. Tough stitching and
heavy duty zips mean these tents will last a long time. Double sealed
inlets and outlets Heavy duty hanging points and Velcro sealed
window. Comes complete in a compact carry case. The Budbox
100x100x180cm is big enough to run a 400W lamp.
Complete: This includes a package of everything you'll need to get
growing in a The Budbox 100x100x180cm tent. The The Budbox
100x100x180cm is suitable for mother-plants, pre-growing, seedraising and some flowering.
Contents: 1 x Budbox 100x100x180cm Tent, 1 x Philips Son-TPia 400W bulb, 1 x 400W ELT ballast, 1 x Extra V Hammertone
reflector, 1 x easy-roller set, 2 x clip fans, 3m x 127mm light-proof
ducting, 3 x 165mm ducting clamps, 1 x 125 -2 speed inline fan 420m3, 1 x CAN coal filter 150m3, 1 x Thermo/hygro meter, 1 x
500ml measuring beaker, 1 x grasslin timer, 5m x electric cable, 2
x plugs, 9 x 6.5 lt pots, 1lt x Canna Terra Vega, 2lt x Canna Terra
Flores, 500ml x Canna Zym, 500ml x Canna PK 13/14.
Link: www.kiwiland.com/growshop/grow-tents/bud-box-100x100x180cm.html

Attributes
Category
Sub category
Brand

Grow Tents
Growth tents & chambers
Bud Box

Specifications
Size W/D/H
Lumination
Ventilator

100x100x180cm
400watt HPS / extra V reflector
360m3 + 2 speed control
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Weight complete
Light control
Extras

45kg
Grasslin analogue timer
odour free / light tight / fire resistant

Price table
Product label
white/empty
white/complete
silver/empty
silver/complete

Product code
GGST1215
GGST1225

Price exc.
167,44 euro
657,02 euro
157,23 euro
657,02 euro

Vat
21.0 %
21.0 %
21.0 %
21.0 %
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Price inc.
202,60 euro
795,00 euro
190,25 euro
795,00 euro

